TECHNICAL DATA - PRODUCT INFORMATION

Con-Spec Industries Ltd.

9525 - 63 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T6E 0G2
Bus: (780) 437-6136
Fax: (780) 437-5242

GREASE & SPO
T REMO
VER
SPOT
REMOVER
DESCRIPTION:
A natural product, which is completely biodegradable.
It is a citrus solvent degreaser, which can be used in
many industrial cleaning applications. It is non-corrosive
and contains no harmful chlorinated solvents, petroleum
distillates, acids or alkali. It will remove oil, grease and
tar from most surfaces and will leave a fresh citrus scent.
USE:
Grease & Spot Remover can be used to remove deposits
of grease, oil, and other fluid spills from concrete
surfaces. It dissolves most resins, adhesives, rubber tire
marks, and a variety of other tough compounds on floors
and industrial equipment. Grease & Spot Remover is
packaged ready to use, with no mixing or adding required.
This product is considered a non-polluting, biodegradable
degreaser; it emits a mild citrus odour while it degreases
and cleans.
LIMITATIONS:
May be harmful to some plastics and painted surfaces.
Test surface in a inconspicuous area before using. Should
not be used on conductive floors.
TECHNICAL DATA:
Typical Properties
Colour
Odour
Specific Gravity
Flash point
Freezing Point
Boiling Point

Lt. Orange
Light citrus
0.88
50oC (PMCC)
-40oC
165oC

SURFACE PREPARATION:
Sweep floor with a stiff bristled broom to remove
surface dirt and other loosely adhering solid
contaminants.
DIRECTIONS:
Wear protective gloves. For most applications such as
degreasing equipment, oil spill cleanup, removal of tar
and asphalt, Grease & Spot is to be used at full strength.
For light degreasing the product may be diluted with
water, but will reduce the effectiveness.
Oil, Rubber tire marks, Asphalt, Tar, and Mastic:
Apply at full strength. Allow 15 to 20 minutes for
penetration and heavy cleaning. Do not allow material
to dry on surface. Scrub with a stiff bristled brush.
Thoroughly rinse with high pressure, clean potable
water. The higher the water pressure the deeper the
cleaning action. All traces of grease and oil should be
removed. For unusually deep seated grease and oil
stains, a second application may be necessary and allow
to remain on surface for 20 to 30 minutes. Again do not
allow to dry.
General-purpose cleaning:
Grease & Spot Remover may be diluted with up to 2
parts water, depending on severity of the cleaning job.
Brush or apply with a trigger sprayer for use on printers
ink, resins, chewing gum and adhesives.
CLEAN UP:
Clean tools with water.
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PACKAGING:
1 Litre Containers
4 Litre Containers
20 Litre Containers
205 Litre Containers

Seller warrants that the product described on the face hereof has been manufactured of selected raw materials by skilled technicians. Neither seller nor
manufacturer shall be responsible for any claims resulting from the failure to utilize the product in the manner in which it was intended and in accordance
with instructions provided for use of product. The only obligation of either the seller or manufacturer shall be to replace any quantity of this product
which proved to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacture assumes any liability, loss, or damage resulting from use of this product.

